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It is shown that the tensor asynmetries in the elastic proton-deuteron

scattering at medium energies are very sensitive to the non-eikonal correc-

tions to the Glauber model. This sensitivity originates from the fact that,

In double scattering, the non-eikonal corrections affect in a different way

the contributions coming from the S- and D-wave parts of the deuteron wave

function. This leads to considerable change of the tensor asymmetries not

only in the region of the interference between single and double scatterings,

but also in the region of dominance of the double scattering. It is suggested

that these effects should be taken into account in any careful analysis of

the proton-deuteron polarization data, which has as a goal the extraction of

the NN amplitudes.
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In a recent paper [1] high precision data have been reported for the

tensor and vector polarizations in the elastic scattering of polarized and

aligned deuterons from the hydrogen target. The data were reproduced quite

well within the multiple scattering model which incorporates a few modifica-

tions to the standard diffraction approximation by Glauber. A full descrip-

tion of the formalism used will be presented in a more complete publication.

In this note we point out that tensor polarization in the elastic p-d scatter-

ing is very sensitive to non-eikonal effects.

It is well known [2] that in elastic differential cross section, non-

eikonal effects play an important role only in the region of the interference

minima. In the case of deuteron tensor polarization, these effects are signifi-

cant also in the region of dominance of the double scattering. The origin of

this will be explained in the following.

The elastic p-d scattering matrix is, in general, composed of 12 inde-

pendent complex amplitudes, as follows from time reversal and parity invariance

symmetries. A convenient decomppsition [3] of the p-d collision matrix F in

terms of the spin 1/2 operators 9 » 1, 9 . 8 , and 6* . and the spin 1
o ' x' y' z'

operatO's 1, .

has tlie form:

where

, J

F°8
o

and - 2/3 x.y.z,

F° J + F° Q
y y xx xx

r J + F 0x x xy xy

Fx 1 + F* Jo y y

F° Q
yy yy

F Q
yy yy

FZ J
z z

FZ Q
yz ys (1)

Here, x is along the momentum transfer, t Is along the average of initial and

final projectile momentum, and y 1$ orthogonal to the scattering plane [1],

We have calculated the 12 amplitudes within the multiple scattering formalism

based on invariant Feynman diagrams. In this approach all the kinenatical

variables have a covariant definition, and Invariant projectile-nucleon ampli-

tudes are used. We calculate the projectlle-deuteron scattering amplitude in

the deuteron Breit frame, where the use of nonrelativistic wave function for the

deuteron is best Justified. The projectile-nucleon amplitudes In this frame are

obtained from the experimental c.m.f. amplitudes using WIgner rotations [4].

In our calculation, only single and double scattering terms are included.

The double scattering term is evaluated using the exact free wave propagator

for the projectile and the elementary amplitudes are extrapolated off-mass-shell

assuming that they depend only on energy and momentum transfer {"local" off-shell

extrapolation). These approximations can be justified by the following arguments.

(i) In the framework of the potential scattering theory one can calculate

exactly to order 1/k (i.e., including the first order correction In the eikonal

expansion [5]; here k Is the projectile momentum) the multiple scattering ampli-

tude for two fixed scattering centers [6], This has been done for parameters

simulating nucleon-deuteron scattering (for a related work see ref. (7]). It

turns out that the corrections to the Glauber model come almost exclusively

from the principal value part of the propagator in the double scattering term,

while higher order multiple scattering plays only a minor role. Actually

evaluation of the double scattering terra with the local off-shell extrapolation

of the elementary amplitudes provides an excellent approximation for the full

non-eikonal correction.

(ii) In a general multiple scattering theory the propagator in the double

scattering terra also contains binding, Fermi motion, and recoil terms. It can
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be shown that these terns to large extent cancel among themselves, leaving

2 2
only a small correction of order A /8M , where A Is the momentum transfer

and M is the deuteron mass [3]. It ia then justified to use the free wave

non-eikonal propagator containing the most important corrections to the Glauber

model, at medium energies. At higher energies our formalism reduces to the

Glauber model.

The full description of our calculation will be reported in a more complete

publication'. In this letter we present the final results and explain quali-

tatively why non-eikonal effects strongly manifest themselves in the tensor

polarizations in the proton-deuteron elastic collisions.

Tha qualitative behaviour of the tensor polarization can be quite well under-

stood! in a simple model where we keep only the leading, spin Independent tern

la the NN amplitude. Let us assume the same standard gaussian parameterization

of the pp and pn amplitudes, I.e.,

f
P P "

C 1 -
(2)

wher* V 1» th« proton momentum In the proCon-deuteron Breit system.

The proton-deuteron collision matrix becomes then

F - - 2]}

d3q

CB ISO

where So(A) - f dr J0(Ar) [u
2(r) + w2(r)], S2(A) - J

0 0

[3(J-q)2 - 2])

(r) "(r) - w2(r)/2]

and G (p) - (k - p + 10 ) ~ is the free wave exact propagator; A ia the
o

momentum transfer, and K Is the average between the incident and final projec-

tile momentum.

From (2) we can easily find that out of twelve Amplitudes given by (1),

only three do not vanish. Those are:

2f(A) f2(A/2)

and F° v - -3f(A/2)
2 i/k S 2 ,

yy (3)

where

,(k,A) - | dr r"2
w2(r)]

S2(k,A) - | dr r"2 [v^uCr) w(r) - W
2(r)] ?2(r/2a) n2<k.A.r) , (5)

0

u and w being the S and D radial wave functions of the deuteron. In the above

formulas the functions £Q(z) • i I» w£z) and £2(z) - 3/2-(l/2-3/4z"
2) 5 (z) ,

where w(z) is the complex error function [8J, take into account the effects of

the finite size of the nucleon [nonsero slope in the amplitude (2)]. In the

limit a + 0, both these functions tend to unity, according to the asymptotic

behaviour of v(z) for large argument [8]. The effect of K and £,, on the
o 2

integrals (4) and (5) is to reduce their values with respect to the result

obtained with pointlike nucleons (a = 0). This reduction Is particularly im-

portant for S 2 because the L - 2 wave function has a smaller radius, comparable

with the range of interaction.

The factors

n (k.A.r) - -2ikr exp(Ikr) j (K r)
o o o

and

12(k,A,t) - 3k/KQ - 2

with x_ - (fc-KQ)r and x + =. (k+KQ)r t.ike into account the non-elkonai correc-

tions.

In order to illustrate the effects of non-eikonal corrections un the

integrals (4) .ind (5) we have? c.ilnil.-ited thi-m numerically for k - 1.7 CeV/c,

and for t - • (!.«•., in the eikon.il limit, which ran be simply obtained by
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replacing both n and "n2 by D • * n F 1£- l a u e !iave plotted the phase differ-

ences between S (k.J) and S (°°,J) and between S,(k,2) and S_0»,A"). In Fig. lb

vc have plotted the corresponding ratios between their absolute values. It Is

seen that the main effect of the non-eikonal correction is to change the phases

of these two quantities antt their moduli are changed by at most 10Z in the con-

sidered region of momentum transfer. Hence the following approximate relations

are valid

and

exp[i+2(A)]

Here S, (<») = S, (".A) are real and independent of 4, and n and n, vary almost

linearly with A . This result Is similar to that obtained in the context of

p He elastic scattering [2]. The case of proton-deuteron amplitude, however,

is more interesting because the non-eikonal corrections modify in a different

way the S and D wave parts of the double scattering term.

Particularly interesting is the region where the double scattering is domi-

nant. If we keep only the double scattering contributions to the amplitudes

(3) we have

and

F° - f2{4/2)

F° - -3fZ(A/2) I/k S,
xx 2

In this approximation the tensor asymmetries measured in [1] assume very simple

forms

and

Tr

P y y-Tr

Re(F° 2/3 K

where I is the unpolarlzed differential cross section
o

O|2 x , ,,ico |26|Fo°|

Using now the approximations (6) we get

P -P ^= ~ - " ,
X X y y 2 + A[SoC»)/S2(»)]

Z

i.e., P and P change linearly with the cosine of the phase difference be-

tween S and S_. This should be contrasted with the expression for the unpolar-

o i.

ized differential cross section which, in this approximation, does not depend

on this phase difference and is therefore not affected by the non-eikonal correc-

tions in the region of double scattering.

In Fig. 2 we compare the tensor asymmetries calculated with and without non-

eikonal corrections. In this calculation we have used the same parameterization

of the NN amplitudes as reported in ref. [1], and the complete calculation was

done without simplifying assumptions we have used here for the purpose of simple

illustration. The calculation was done using the Reid (9] soft core parameteri-

zation of the deuteron wave function. The results, shown in Fig. 2, display a

large non-eikonal effect both for P and P for A > 0.3 (GeV/c) where the6 xx yy

double scattering dominates. This large effect Is essentially due to the

existence of the D wave component in the deuteron wave function, which leads,

in the non-eikonal double scattering terns, to a phase difference between the

D-wave and S-wave contributions. Their phase difference is as large as 50" at

1 2

A - 1.2 (GeV/c) (Fig. la), causing a lars>,e variation in tensor asymmetries.

The good fit to the data in Fig. 2 obtained using the non-eikonal theory

should not be Interpreted as an experimental proof, for the presence of the non-

eikonal effect, but rather as an evidence for the importance of these corrections

In the analysis of deuteron tensor asymmetries having ,is a goal the rletr
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of proton-neutron amplitudes. On the other hand, If the nucleon-nucleon ampli-

tudes were known with sufficient accuracy from other sources, our calculation

shows that the measurement of tensor asymmetries could serve as a sensitive

test of the multiple scattering theory.

In conclusion, our results show that the measurement of tensor asymmetries

In hadron-deuteron scattering provides a rather unique means of revealing

subtle deviations from the elkonal approximation in a clear and direct way.

This is related to the non-eikonal phase modification being different for the

S-wave and D-wave part of the double scattering amplitude. In most other pro-

cesses, like unpolarlzed proton scattering from spinless nuclei, these effects

are essentially present only in the region of the interference minima In the

differential cross section. Non-eikonal corrections are somewhat enhanced in

spin dependent quantities, like proton polarization or spin rotation, for spin-

less nuclei [10], but they are relatively small.

In our case these corrections are sizable and have to be taken into

account In any careful analysis of polarization measurements in the context

of proton-deuteron scattering.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. a) Phases of non-eikonal double scattering integrals of S (k,A) and
^ o

S2(k,A> as functions of A for k - 1.7 (Tev/c.

b) Absolute values of the ratios SQ(k,A)/s («) and S,(k,4)/S2(>»),

2
as functions of A at the same energy.

Fig. 2. Tensor polarizations P and P calculated In the Glauber model
xx yy

(dashed lines) and including the non-eikonal effects (solid lines).

The data are from ref. 1.
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